Aegeus White Letter
An exciting cryptocurrency with a fully dedicated development team & great community behind it!
Even though it’s only been just over a few months, Aegeus had its real beginning in the latter part of
November 2017. The idea was born from three of us; Sabateur, Mindiff, and Bad3ctor after discussing
alternative web applications for both personal and business users. Bitcoin was on its way to hitting
$20,000 and more and more altcoins were hitting the marketplace with unique features. Some of them
were purely not realistic or practical however some were introducing some exciting innovations.
Europe was talking about the introduction of its new GDPR privacy and data security protocol whilst
Mark Zuckerberg was being bombarded by Congress on his privacy protection for users on Facebook.
Sabateur, Mindiff, and Bad3ctor all have years of cryptocurrency experience in design, application and
business development. We identified a niche in the marketplace where Data Storage, retrieval, and
distribution would be more secure, efficient and much cheaper. This appealed to us because we knew
we could design it and actually implement it, whilst others only promised it but didn’t do much.
While we were working on separate projects at the time, our casual call turned into designing a plan
for Aegeus. Fast forward to February, we started with some threads and our chain was up and running
although somewhat primitive as we forked from PIVX. As our projects finished up one by one we
dedicated more time to Aegeus and realised we could actually make a serious coin out of it. Officially
launched in April we entered our first exchange (Crypto Bridge) and have added a series of other
exchanges since.
Mindiff has just under a decade of experience in the crypto world and got involved in it when it was
relatively young although digital currencies existed before Bitcoin did. After reviewing IPFS we all
realised that there was another space that could exist alongside the current HTTP structure. IPFS could
essentially help in creating a ‘New Internet’ as some have put it. Data storage was not only possible but
it could be applied to new and existing businesses to help them conform to existing and new legislation.
Sabateur comes from a business operations and development background and saw an obvious, huge
opportunity for everyday users and businesses that wanted to stand out from the crowd.
Bad3ctor comes from a coding background with web-design and understands that Aegeus, in time,
could be a game-changer.
As developers, we committed our time and energy to this project in April this year, not part-time, but
full-time. We understand that we will meet obstacles and we have already faced some, but with each
other, and our dedicated community, we have overcome many and are ready to face and overcome
more. We want you to know that this is our ship and we plan on introducing some awesome features
in the near future but most importantly we want to assure everybody involved in the Aegeus
community that we are here to stay, this is our baby and we want Aegeus to be known as a leader in
the field of data storage with full user control.
Our commitment is to our community and what we set out to do originally.
The future is ours for the taking!
AEG Team

